
Dear Clay, 	 7/7/98 

`(our letter of the first, postmarked the first, came yesterday. I do not now 

have tine for a full response but I do Kant to assure you that I do appreciate 

the leind things people say, whether or not I react detectably. I do not pretend 

that lieu may not be correct in saying that I have become comforta ble with 

receiving criticism and have become less comfortable in receiving praise and 

because I am the one invoLved, may not ocrceive that there is for others to 

perceive. But perhaps I can explain how I see it another way. 

There has been no legitimate criticsm of my accuracy because 1  have been 
17? 

acetate with in all the work remarkably few errors and not of them major. 

Often some of these few errors come from official errors I did not have reason 

to believe were official errors. So, when there is such criticism, it means nothing 

agordinarily do not react to it. 

There is legitimate criticsm of some of the writing and I am quite awar e of 

the legitimacy and of the causes, most causes anyway. It is inevitable given 

the conditions under which I write. But iflhad ()not decided on this abnormal 

way of writing I'd have rupormously less to show for it.Wviting should be outlined 

but I did not take time to outline any of mine. I had a month in which to deliver 

the ,"hitewash manuscript and I did that. Whitewash II was originally in response 

to a request of a rrench outfit for a series of articles. tdhen they changed their 

minds I just called that a book. It was 28 days fro4 the time I started Photo WW 

until I had the first hundred copies, with stitched bindings yet. Whitewash IV 

was delayed by what had to be done on the Ray case and then I believed should 

be rushed out, as it was. Etc. And all the time I was researching, doing more 

writing, fighting lawsuits with what ieclul) 

d

d book-length and documented affi-

davits and most of that after the first thrombosis. 

And packaging and mailing books. Which for a while I spent time promoting 

and I  spent time in New Orleans working mostly on Oswald there. 

ell in all, circumstances not conducive to the best writing or a volume of 

it. set I have a considerable volume(. Depite many problems. Beginning with the 

decisjon to replace the left femoral artery-wign. And that was followed 

by two limiting complications the second of which I was not expected to sur-

vive. Then the triple bypass of the heart in 1969 limited me more. So, I shifted 

ttewhat you are familiar with, to make a record for history, and all else was 

sublieeted to that. This alone assures legitimate criticism. It becomes inevitable. 

To paraphrase Guevara, I believe it is the duty of the writer to write. I'm 

wandering but I'll tell you a story. 

The second time I wqs hospitalized locally for congestive heart failure was 



on a weekend, I think a "'unday. I awakened a little after midnight aware ofthe 
symptoms bit after I awakened ell to help me pack, I came to realize that when I 

was erect I felt better. Then I thought that at the local hospital the only 

staff doctors are of the emergelley room so there was no chance the specialists 

I'd require would be there or would be called for some time. '(), I had one 

chapter to do or to finish for one of theinanuscripts and I decided to sea how 

I gflt sitting and writing. I felt better, so hcontinued until 1  finished that 

uhcifter. It was then daylight or close to it and there was a better chance that 

tle hospital would callhe carsiologist of crit4al-care specialist dolr, drove 

there. With the chapter I'd written, a clipboard and paper for making notes in 

additf.on to the packed bag. And after 1  was admitted I did read and correct 1)114 
that chapter, which I wrote with an attack of heart failure and read and corrected 

AA/ 
with it. The0iid not expect me to make it so 24w: ambulanced me to . oppkins, which 

had me make it. 

(The critical-care specialist says the work is my best medicine.) 

I have forgotten which manuscript that isibut the, t propability is that 

the last chapter of it could be much better than it is. 

IIm trying to explain that I think it should be expected that a man will 

do what he is supposed to do. That when he does what he is supposed to do that 

in and of itself does not deserves special praise. 

It is not that I do not apprecaiate the kind and fine things people say. The 
fact in that with the awaranco of Case pen coinciding with nay increased medical 
problems and accumulating years I started a separate file of some of them so that, 
Mith the great volume of the archive I *eve, those who want can rapidly get an 

appraisal of reader reaction and comment. It will be easy, with that, for othersej; 

ge a fair reflection of reaction to my work and my writing.There may be those 
who will want to know that at the outset of using the archive. With l'ase Open, 

in about three months there were about 500 letters. Most ab filed by the first 
letter of the last name but a fat selection of them began this separate file. 
I've also told AcAnight about it so that when this is all at Hood and there is the 

question, what did people think, there can be an immediate answer without going 

throul a simpjy enormous volume of letters. Last time we estimated we decided 

that we'd heard from about 20,000 strangers and that was years ago, 

I ge over the mail first, looking only for what I have reason to believe 

I shoUld respond to. Until the heart failure I responded to all. Since then 
Lil d^os some. When_I see an especially nice: letter show it to her. We both 

api:reciate them. 

It 5_6 riot that I as unampfrtable with praise. I lily it very much. But I 



also believe that the praise is for what I am supposed to do, 
I cherish the friends I have made, those you call my admirers. I am particu-

larly happy when they visit now because I do not know how much longer that will 
11 be possible. Dennis, 1 	way, will be here 27th for several days and the Neich, 

tars for a cc*ple pf day about the 24th.A friend who is a cemeraman for NBOWTV 
flows is dues this weekend but with his assignm4t Florida, that may be delayed. 

If I am not demonstrative about it that doeInot mean that I do not appreciate 
it or an uncomfortable with it. Butsalso feel that when we do wh at we are 

supposed to do that in itself is no big deql. What we can do that we are supposed 
to do does ciliary with the individual. 

- n 
I dmy not make a flues over it but I do approiate it and at this stage of 

my life it does mean more. 
I hqve taken this time I hope to make it clear and 1  must get to other things. 

I'm flattered by what you have in mind for the collective and I also do ap-
preciate that much. You may find some of the others too involved in their own 
things and having little time. 

W e have a medical appointment just before noon. Before then medicines. to 
pick up, the delayed venous support hose for 	to get,/;as for the car and a' 
few other things and I have to delay leaving until 9:30 having promised CNN News 
last night that I would. They then did not know if they will have a camera crew. 
They want to interview me on the Zap. film.The may just come up and be waiting for 
use after the visit to the doctor. Or they may not come. The are doing a piece on 
that film , which ehbanced, will soon go on sale. 

It will be tight. I hope they can do it so that the release of the filM ean 
mean mors to those who will see it on TV and will buy it to have and see at 

home. It can jean rauxh if CNN goes for a legit atestory on what the 

actually shows and what fits with it. 	laid a copy of the me. !Senator HumSell 
Assents for them to borrow because he refused le,  agree with what the Zap Mm.  
shown is impossible, especially that single -bullet fiction that is not even a 

theory. I'Ve acked "eight to be available to retrieve the oral histpY 
Senator Cooper did that is in the basement and to share the attention if CEN 
agrees. 

Excuse the rash, and any thanks, 
If you said you might be coming, please let 
me know when so I can try to keep that time 
clear except for the medical appointments. 


